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Lahemaa 

Lahemaa is typical for Estonia and the oldest in Estonia (1971) 
30% of the area is water or swamp. 

The trees in Lahemaa are not big but they are very tall.The ground is made 
of lime stones. 

Establish as a national park 1971. 
 Granite stones you can found in Estonia  is from Sweden on the ice time. 

When the soil is poor pine trees can grow here. 




Lahemaa National Park is a park located on Northern Estonia, 70 
kilometers east from capital Tallinn. The Gulf of Finland is to the 

North of the Park and the Tallinn-Narva highway is to the South. Its 
area covers 725 km² (including 250.9 km² of sea). It was the first 
area to be designated a national park of the former Soviet Union. 
Given its size it is the largest park in Estonia and one of Europe's 

biggest national parks. Its charter calls for the preservation. 

Facts



The name Lahemaa originates from the most thoroughly studied and visited part of 
the North-Estonian coast, where four large peninsulas (Juminda, Pärispea, Käsmu 

and Vergi) are separated from each other by four bays (Kolga, Hara, Eru and 
Käsmu.) Lahemaa translates roughly as "Land of Bays". 


The national park, established in 1971, is one of the main tourism draw cards in 

Estonia. Several Companies offer day tour packages from Tallinn, while many people 
drive themselves. With forests covering more than 70 per cent of Lahemaa, the area 
is rich in flora and fauna. The landscape has many raised bogs, including the 7,000-
year-old Laukasoo Reserve. The park, marked by several trails, teems with wildlife, 

History 




Kolga manor, and the baroque Sagadi Manor,[2] Estonia’s most visited manor 
which together with the other three comprise one of the most unique group of 

manors in the country. 




The best ways to get to know Lahemaa nature are the nature tracks. - On 
the territory of national park you can visit manors and other sightseeing 

places that could be interesting for both children and families.



Similarities and difference
I am going to write about similarities and difference about Lahemaa an Icelandic 

national park  
And we have chosen Þingvellir 


The is a lake and river in Þingvellir just like in Lahemaa  
The trees in Sweden are high like the trees in Lahemaa 


In Lahemaa is trees and swamp but in Þingvellir have lava covert with moss 

And Þingvellir are world heritage. 
In Sweden are not as much water and in Lahemaa 





Þingvellir Lahemaa



Reflection

• The day was cold and wet but fun to be in the forest 

• I think the plants was very like how it is in Iceland  

• That was interesting because I had never been in area like this before 

• That trail we did walk on was very slippery and I think the swamp was very deep
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